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Details

Learn More

Your content is backed-up and protected, and
you control all content permissions, so you
never have to worry about your content's
security.

- Every component in our architecture has multiple
redundant copies operating in separate physical
facilities to ensure your content is safe.
- Configure your content permissions right in Publish
Anywhere.
- We leverage AWS’s significant networking infrastructure
to completely absorb many different attack types.

Publish Anywhere allows you to deliver content
without handling or storing student or teacher
personally identifiable information (PII), so you
can ensure privacy from your end.

- Schools can anonymize all shared information.
- Grades are securely transferred from Publish Anywhere
activities directly into the school’s LMS.

- Agilix Privacy Policy

- Easily access and analyze data across deployments to
assess your content’s performance.
- Track usage to show your added value to customers.

-

Collect
Actionable Data

Author
Once

With Publish Anywhere, you no longer have to
author content multiple times nor sacrifice
quality in order to work across multiple systems.

Secure your
Content

- Publish Anywhere publisher steps: How
to export courses
- Publish Anywhere educator/distributor
steps: How to import course content
- Publish Anywhere teacher view
- Publish Anywhere student view

- Author content in a single location.
- Publish changes once and customers automatically get
them.
- Use one centrally-managed authoring tool with rich
content and powerful assessment tools.

Centralize
Privacy

Publish Anywhere Features

With Publish Anywhere, all performance and
usage data is gathered into a single tool. This
makes is easier to store, analyze, and leverage.
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- Buzz's security model

How do I run Gradebook Reports?
How do I run Mastery Reports?
How do I run reports in the Other tab?
How do I run Student Reports?
How do I run Test Analytics Reports?
How do I run User Activity Reports?

Author once and distribute powerful, personalized learning on any LMS.

Build and manage
your courses using
Buzz and deliver
the same course
experience with

Publish
Anywhere to:
And more!
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